1. How are we like the Holy Family? HDIFAMA?
2. HDIFA Santa Claus?
3. What is my favorite Christmas tradition? HDIF recalling this?
4. Do I enjoy Midnight Mass? HDIFAMA?
5. What one gift would I most enjoy this Christmas? HDIFST?
6. What one gift do I wish to give to my marriage? HDIFST?
7. What do I want our children to remember about Christmas in our home? HDIFAMA? 8. What is my favorite childhood memory of Christmas? HDIF?
9. What do I think about when I hear the word Christmas? HDIFAMA?
10. HDIF when I see Christmas displays in October?
11. HDIF about celebrating Epiphany?
12. When do we take down the Christmas decorations? HDIFAT?
13. When do we put up the Christmas decorations? HDIFAT?
14. Do I like to sing Christmas carols? HDIFAMA?
15. HDIFA our Christmas tree traditions?
16. HDIF watching the children open Christmas gifts?
17. Is our Christmas season too busy for us to keep focused on Jesus? HDIFAMA?
18. What are the activities we have planned that I want most to do this Christmas? HDIFST?
19. What do we have planned this holiday season that I would rather not do? HDIFST?
20. If I had only one gift to give you this Christmas, what would it be?
21. What gift can I give Jesus on His birthday? HDIFST?
22. As a family, what does the birth of Christ signify to us? HDIFAT?
23. HDIFA our spending on gifts?
24. Do I prefer to spend Christmas at our home or with relatives? HDIFAMA?
25. HDIFA sending Christmas cards?
26. HDIFA giving to an Angel Tree or project for other needy people?
27. HDIFA inviting a lonely person or single parent into our home to celebrate Christmas?
28. HDIFA the politically correct rules of not calling Christmas occasions Christmas occasions, but holiday parties, etc?
29. HDIFA receiving Christmas cards?
30. HDIFA Christmas lights?
31. Are our children grateful on Christmas? HDIFAMA?
32. HDIF when I see the once-a-year Catholics crowding the church on Christmas?